Policies 2014
Review with all members of your group.
I.

Smoking
The Aviation Explorer Base is a smoke free area. Youth members are
prohibited from smoking at all times per the Boy Scouts of America national
policy. Adults who wish to smoke may do so off the Explorer Base grounds but
are subject to the policies of the Experimental Aircraft Association.

II.

Drugs and Alcohol
The Aviation Explorer Base prohibits the use of alcoholic beverages and
controlled substances by all registered camp members, including adults. The
taking of prescription medication is the responsibility of the individual taking
the medication. Prescription medication taken by a camp member must be
noted on the medical form turned in at the time of registration.

III.

Bicycles, Inline Skates, and Skateboards
Due to the large amount of pedestrian and vehicular traffic, the use of bicycles,
inline skates, and skateboards are a hazard. The EAA prohibits the use of these
items on the convention grounds and flight line. Therefore, it is the policy of
the Aviation Explorer Base to not allow camp members to bring these items.

IV.

Leaving the Convention Grounds
Youth members are not allowed off the convention grounds at anytime. If an
advisor must leave the convention grounds, they must check in with a staff
member with a destination and an estimated return time. One advisor from the
post must remain on the convention grounds at all times.

V.

Curfew
The curfew for all Explorers and Advisors is 11:30 p.m. All camp members
must be in their own tents at this time. These curfews are in place because the
Aviation Explorer Base recognizes the need for all camp members to get
adequate rest to work effectively and safely at the convention each day.
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VI.

Quiet Time
In consideration of our neighbors and fellow campers who must be up early the
next morning, the camp will have a quiet time beginning at 10:00 p.m. This
means no loud music or talking after this time.

VII.

Visitors
Family members of registered campers are welcome and encouraged to visit the
camp. Other visitors are allowed, however, the Aviation Explorer Base reserves
the right to ask any visitor to leave if their behavior warrants it. Visitors must
be escorted by the camp member who invited them and must leave the base
campground before curfew. Any non-family visitors are restricted to the main
tent. All visitors are expected to follow the base camp policies.

VIII.

Scheduling
All camp members will be scheduled to work at various positions throughout
the convention and/or camp. They are required to review the posted schedules
and report to their assignments on time. Any questions/conflicts with the
schedule should be brought to the attention of the camp staff member
responsible for scheduling.

IX. Riding the TRAM
All camp members may ride the TRAM as long as they ride safely. Usage is a
privilege, not a requirement. Do not use the TRAM for Area 51 or P1 rope
positions. No one should get on or get off of the TRAM unless it is stopped.
Failure to do so will result in being banned from using the TRAM until further
notice.

Advisors are responsible for enforcing the policies and the curfew rules as well as
disciplinary actions for offenders. The Camp Staff suggests that curfew offenders
should be given two chances. After missing curfew the second time we suggest that
the offending party be confined to the camp for the following day and evening
(except for work) or that they be sent home at the parent’s expense.

